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What if your life fell apart? And what if you then re‐
imagined yourself? The Sow’s Ear Café is a story
about romance, discovery, and transformation.
Lucie Tanguay is a self‐reliant, lippy livewire living a
sweet life in Vancouver, when everything suddenly
and shockingly unravels. With help from one of her
few trusted friends, Lucie sets off on a road trip,
looking… for what? She doesn’t know. Car trouble
maroons her in the small town of Sweetgrass,
Alberta, where she takes a temporary job in a café.
She begins soaking in the natural beauty and drama
of her surroundings, as Sweetgrass slowly becomes as
much a state of mind for Lucie as a place she just
might want to call home.
Then a series of frightening events thrusts her into
danger and suspicion: a well‐known and much‐
beloved town resident is found dead, and Lucie’s
lover, who’s mysteriously disappeared, might be the
killer. Trying to clear his name – and to cope with his
sudden disappearance – Lucie must balance her long‐
held toughness with her newfound faith in trust and
love.

A lyrical, contemporary romantic drama spiced with
humour and fast‐paced dialogue, The Sow’s Ear Café
chronicles one woman’s path to maturity and healing
through friendship, romance, and the transformative
nature of spectacular landscape.

_______________________________________
Holly Quan is an award‐winning writer and
communications specialist. She’s been freelancing
since 1988 and has written documentary film scripts,
newspaper and magazine articles, corporate
communications materials and several non‐fiction
books. In 2000, Holly and her long‐time partner
moved from Calgary to a small town in the Alberta
foothills. That transformation from city mouse to
country mouse was the inspiration for The Sow’s Ear
Café, her first novel.

Upcoming events ‐ readings, signing, meet the author:
‐ June 2: Discovery Days Art Market, Turner Valley, Alberta
‐ June 9: Madrona Gallery, Victoria, B.C.
‐ July 14: Art on the Lawn, Okotoks, Alberta
‐ July 22: Chapters Chinook location, Calgary, Alberta
‐ August 11: Art on the Lawn, Okotoks, Alberta

Reviews and Media:
Foreword Clarion says, “The Sow’s Ear Café is an inspiring story. The beautiful ranch country scenes come
alive in these pages. The characters are true products of their environment and add an emotional layer to
Lucie’s Sweetgrass journey. The story moves seamlessly through the lovingly described seasons, the
characters grow to feel like good friends.”
Self‐Publishing Review says, “The writing and storytelling in The Sow’s Ear Café comforts like a cozy
literary blanket. Quan’s prose builds, stacking well‐crafted, descriptive narrative that evolves into clear
insights. Quan builds up to critical moments with a keen eye for detail. The characters speak honestly,
with dialogue ringing authentically and never overused. The Sow’s Ear Café rewards the reader with an
opportunity to curl up and immerse in a world where second chances survive bumps and scrapes to turn
doubt into happiness. It’s like real life – with cowboys.”
Okotoks Western Wheel says, “The Sow’s Ear Café shares the joys of living in a small town in the Foothills,
from the friendly people and wide‐open spaces to the wildlife and community connections.”
Readers say, “The imagery is so rich, makes me want to move to the foothills,” and “I missed
appointments and stayed up way too late to finish it,” and “I’m in love with reading again, thanks to you
and your book. You gather human experiences, then share them so we can all feel it. Brilliant.”

